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ABSTRACT: Continuous-flow electrophoresis (CFE) separates a stream of a
multicomponent mixture into multiple streams of individual components inside a
thin rectangular chamber. CFE will be able to benefit flow chemistry when it is
both compatible with nonaqueous solvents utilized in organic synthesis and
capable of generically detecting streams of small organic molecules. While stable
nonaqueous CFE has been demonstrated, generically detecting molecular streams
has not been achieved yet. Here we propose a general approach for molecular
stream visualization in CFE via analyte-caused obstruction of excitation of a
fluorescent layer underneath the separation chamber−fluorescent sublayer-based
visualization (FSV). The concept of FSC-based visualization has been adapted
from visualization of small organic molecules on fluorescent plates in thin-layer chromatography. We designed and fabricated a CFE
device with one side made of quartz and another side made of UV-absorbing visibly fluorescent, chemically inert, machinable plastic.
This device was demonstrated to support nonaqueous CFE of small organic molecules and quantitative detection of their streams in
real-time with a limit of detection below 100 μM. Thus, CFE may satisfy conditions required for its seamless integration with
continuous flow organic synthesis in flow chemistry.

Continuous-flow electrophoresis (CFE) separates a stream
of a multicomponent mixture into multiple streams of

individual components inside a thin rectangular chamber with
an electric field perpendicular to the hydrodynamic flow.1−3

CFE can potentially benefit flow chemistry, which currently
lacks inline multicomponent separation in a single organic
phase.4,5 To become useful for flow chemistry, CFE must be
compatible with nonaqueous solvents utilized in organic
synthesis and capable of generically detecting multiple
molecular streams of small organic molecules in real-time.
While stable nonaqueous CFE (NACFE) has been demon-
strated,6,7 generically detecting molecular streams in real-time
has not been achieved yet. Detection of streams in CFE usually
relies on analyte fluorescence;8−14 however, fluorescence is not
a universal property of molecules. Mass spectrometry (MS) is a
generic detection approach, but it can only be interfaced with
CFE offline,15−17 and, thus, cannot detect multiple molecular
streams in real-time. In addition, a mass-spectrometer is
prohibitively expensive as an on-board detector in CFE. Our
current work was motivated by the insight that being a very
common feature of organic molecules, UV absorbance in the
range of 200−300 nm can potentially be a basis for a generic
way of real-time detection of multiple streams of small organic
molecules in CFE.
UV detection of streams in a mesoscale CFE chip (with a

separation chamber dimensions being in the order of 5 cm × 5
cm × 0.2 mm) is not a trivial task. The most straightforward
approach is to use UV absorbance imaging with a UV-
transparent CFE chip positioned between a UV light source

and a UV camera (Figure 1A). This approach is very expensive
as it requires a difficult-to-make all-quartz chip, expensive UV
optics, and a very expensive UV camera. The high cost of this
solution will most likely make it prohibitive for practical use.
Here we propose a more elaborate but much less expensive
alternative to UV absorbance imaging, namely, a well-known
approach of stream visualization via analyte-caused obstruction
of excitation of a fluorescent sublayer placed underneath the
separation chamber.18−24 Conceptually, a source of UV light
and a visible-range camera (or the naked eye) are positioned
on one side of the CFE chip while a sublayer capable of
fluorescing in the visible range upon UV excitation is
positioned on the opposite side (Figure 1B). If an analyte in
the CFE chip absorbs UV light, it decreases intensity of UV
light reaching the sublayer and, thus, decreases fluorescence
intensity from the shadowed area. Additionally, fluorescence is
visible to the naked eye and, thus, in principle, no camera is
needed provided that the eye is protected from stray UV light.
This fluorescence-mediated visualization approach was in-
vented in 1947 and has been successfully used since then to
detect small organic molecules in thin-layer chromatography
(TLC).18,19 It was later adapted for detection of nucleic acids
in gel electrophoresis.20−24 In TLC, separation of organic
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molecules occurs right on the fluorescent TLC plate making
their fluorescence-mediated visualization trivial. Using a
fluorescent sublayer for visualizing nucleic acids within the
gel is also simple as it only requires that a UV-transparent gel
be placed on a fluorescent plate, e.g., a TLC plate. Using a
fluorescent sublayer for stream visualization in CFE is much
more complicated as the streams are within a CFE device.
Accordingly, the whole device should be placed on the
fluorescent plate, and the device should, thus, be UV-
transparent. Such requirements impose significant technical
challenges in CFE-device fabrication and optical-setup design.
The goal of our work was to find a practical solution for these
technical challenges and prove the feasibility of visualizing
molecular streams in CFE using attenuated fluorescence of a
fluorescent sublayer.
The technique of visualizing UV-absorbing species using a

fluorescent sublayer requires a descriptive name. No such
name was introduced when it was invented and applied to
TLC.18,19 When the technique was adopted for visualizing
nucleic acids in gels, it was termed UV shadowing.20−24 We
find this term nondescriptive; in essence, it is equivalent to the
general term of UV absorbance. As a result, UV shadowing
cannot distinguish between the two different techniques of
visualization shown in Figure 1. In both techniques, UV-
absorbing species create a UV shadow: on a camera in Figure
1A and on a fluorescent sublayer in Figure 1B. Accordingly, for
an approach utilizing fluorescence, we suggest the descriptive
term fluorescent sublayer-based visualization (FSV).
We have previously developed an imaging system and

image-analysis software for detection and characterization of
streams of fluorescent analytes in CFE.10,25 In principle, FSV
could utilize the same setup and software provided that the
visible-range fluorescence−excitation light source be replaced
with a UV one. However, for this work we assembled a new
setup with a common hand-held UV-lamp (254 nm) and a
mirrorless micro-four thirds camera as the detector (Figure 2).
We did this because our previous setup uses a light emitting
diode (LED) as the light source, and we could not find a
sufficiently powerful LED (>10 mW) for UV excitation. The

hand-held UV lamp which we used in the new setup had a
bright bulb with a 254 nm main band excitation (4 W of lamp
power consumption), but it required a new arrangement of the
optical components.
To demonstrate that FSV is a practical stream-visualization

method for nonaqueous CFE, we aimed to reliably image
organic molecules in our mesoscale CFE device with a 200 μm
thickness (height) of the separation chamber.6 As CFE should
benefit flow chemistry and flow chemistry deals with relatively
high concentrations in the millimolar range,4,5 our goal was to
achieve a sub-millimolar LOD (concentration providing a
signal-to-noise ratio of 3) in a 200-μm-thick CFE chamber.
Additionally, we considered a set of a priori options for device
design with three criteria in mind: (i) feasibility of device
fabrication, (ii) UV transparency of the device, and (iii)
chemical inertness of device material (Table 1). Our procedure

for fabricating a mesoscale CFE device with a large-area (5 cm
× 5 cm) but a shallow (200 μm) separation chamber involves
machining the bottom and top pieces of the device and
bonding both pieces together; machining the top piece can be
avoided if the material possesses an even and smooth surface
(on the microscale) by nature. This fabrication approach
immediately rules out the option of an all-quartz chip (option
1 in Table 1), which is optically- and chemically-ideal but
technically challenging to fabricate owing to poor machi-
nability of the quartz (quartz−quartz chips require drilling
holes for inlet(s) and patterning channels on one of the quartz
sides that is only possible with special facilities and tools). As

Figure 1. Schematics of UV imaging using UV optics and UV camera
(A) and fluorescent sublayer visualization (FSV) (B). (A) UV light
passes through the transparent CFE chip in which analytes absorb
some of the UV light. A UV camera positioned on the opposite side of
the chip images UV shadows created by the UV-absorbing streams.
(B) UV light passes through the transparent CFE chip in which
analytes absorb some of the UV light. The remaining UV light excites
fluorescence of a UV-absorbing visibly fluorescent plate positioned on
the opposite side of the chip. Absorption of UV light by the analytes
decreases fluorescence in the shadowed areas. UV-absorbing
molecular streams are visible to the naked eye or a common
photo/video camera as dimmer areas on a bright fluorescence
background.

Figure 2. Schematic (A) and photo (B) of the FSV setup designed,
assembled, and used in this work. The chip is mounted against a black
background. A customary hand-held UV lamp (254 nm main band
excitation) is used as a UV light source and a mirrorless camera
(Panasonic Lumix DMC-G85 with a 12−60 mm objective; UV and
polarization filter) is used as a detector for visible-light fluorescence of
the fluorescent sublayer (>400 nm).

Table 1. Chip Assemblies and Properties for Various
Combinations of Quartz, Transparent Plastic (TP), and
Fluorescent Plastic (FP)

top bottom

TLC
plate

required
optical
claritya machinabilityb

chemical
resistivityc

1 quartz quartz yes ●●● ● ●●●
2 TP TP yes ● ●●● ●●
3 quartz TP yes ●● ●●● ●●
4 quartz FP no ●●● ●●● ●●

aOptical clarity in the UV-region (200−300 nm) of the optical
spectrum. bAbility to mill plastics using our established protocols for
PVC.6 cCompatibility with propylene carbonate.
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our classical CFE devices are made solely of plastic, a logical
option to consider was a device with the top and bottom pieces
made of a UV-transparent plastic (option 2 in Table 1). UV-
transparent plastics, however, have much worse UV trans-
parency than quartz, suggesting a combination of a quartz top
piece and a UV-transparent-plastic bottom piece (option 3 in
Table 1). While improving the optical quality of the top piece
to an ideal level (quartz), this combination does not improve
the optical quality of the plastic bottom one. Further, UV
transparent plastics give fewer choices for compatibility with
organic solvents; in fact, we found only polymethylpentene
(PMP) to be suitable for this approach.
The limitations of the transparent-plastic bottom piece

suggested embedding a fluorescence layer into the bottom
piece as a viable option. Further, self-fluorescence of UV-
absorbing plastics, which previously was viewed as an
additional optical obstacle, provided a way of “integrating” a
fluorescent sublayer with the plastic bottom piece. If the
bottom piece is machined from a UV-absorbing visibly
fluorescent plastic, then, the top piece could be simply an
unprocessed quartz plate (in a PVC-plastic frame) (option 4 in
Table 1). Such a device has optical properties even better than
those of the quartz−quartz setup due to the absence of any
intermediate layer separating the analyte from the fluorescent
sublayer. In addition, most UV-absorbing plastics fluoresce in
the visible range giving us a good choice of materials for
satisfying the requirement of chemical inertness (see the
Supporting Information for details).
We fabricated a fully functional CFE chip with a bottom

piece made of poly(ether imide) (PEI; a fluorescent plastic)
and a top piece made of quartz in a PVC-plastic frame. In
essence, the top piece was made out of PVC with a quartz
central piece; this central piece functioned as a window (see
the Supporting Information for an image). This approach
allowed us to use our established protocols for machining
plastics while incorporating a quartz window without the need
to machine quartz itself. The chip could be imaged with the
FSV setup depicted in Figure 2 without an additional
fluorescent TLC plate behind the chip.
By using this fully functional quartz−PEI chip, we could

clearly see a stream of 100 μM styrene (Figure 3A). The LOD
for styrene in this chip was estimated to be 30 μM. In order to
assess this LOD, we also fabricated an optically ideal reference
device. An optically ideal CFE device for FSV must be made of
quartz, the best UV-transparent material. However, making a
mesoscale CFE device of pure quartz is technically challenging;
we did not have capabilities for making such a device. On the
other hand, our imaging experiments for finding the LOD
required neither a fully functional nor a pure quartz CFE
device. Therefore, we simply emulated an optically ideal CFE
device by assembling a pseudodevice with a 200 μm-thick
chamber between two quartz plates but without electrodes
(Figure 3B). The quartz plates were fixed together by a
custom-fabricated plastic frame (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). The LOD for styrene in this chip was estimated to be 30
μM, i.e., identical to the LOD obtained for the practical CFE
device. It is also possible to use the Lambert−Beer law to
estimate LOD from a blank measurement (if the extinction
coefficient of the analyte is known):

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzzε

=
−d

F
F N

LOD
1

log
3analyte channel

10
blank

blank (1)

where Fblank is the average fluorescence emission of the
nonshaded areas on the chip, N is the noise (= standard
deviation of Fblank), εanalyte is the extinction coefficient of the
analyte, and dchannel is the depth of the separation zone (see the
Supporting Information for details). LOD values for styrene,
estimated with eq 1, were between 50 and 250 μM for both the
quartz−PEI chip and the quartz−quartz chips. These LODs
are widespread and overall greater than the experimental ones,
which can be attributed to the nonoptimized excitation light
(see the Supporting Information for details) in our setup. Still,
these LODs are in the same order of magnitude as the
experimentally found ones. All LODs fulfill the requirement of
sub-millimolar LODs for our application.
Since the quartz−PEI chip was a fully functional CFI device,

we subsequently used it to separate a mixture of benzoic acid
and styrene using our established NACFE protocol6 and detect
the streams with FSV. Both molecular streams were clearly
visible with the naked eye and detectable with the camera
(Figure 4). The streams were evaluated with our “angula-
grams” analysis method.17 Our evaluation revealed that the two

Figure 3. Feasibility of a quartz−PEI CFE chip (A) and a quartz−
quartz pseudo chip (B) for FSV. The contrast of both photos was
increased to improve visibility of the streams to the human eye. (A)
Stream of styrene solution (100 μM) is forwarded into the quartz−
PEI CFE chip and visualized by a UV shadow brought onto the
fluorescent PEI part. (B) Stream of styrene solution (100 μM) is
forwarded into the quartz−quartz pseudo chip and visualized by a UV
shadow brought on the fluorescent TLC plate positioned behind the
chip.

Figure 4. Photo (A) and the angulagram (B) of the separation of
benzoic acid (1) and styrene (2) in CFE. (A) Both streams are clearly
visible by naked eye and can be evaluated using our imaging system
(Figure 2) using angulagrams. (B) Evaluated angulagram shows the
extracted stream parameters (deflection φ, width w, linearity L2, and
resolution R) for benzoic acid and styrene. Conditions: background
electrolyte flow rate = 1 mL min−1, sample flow rate = 3 μL min−1,
sample concentration = 2.5 mM each in propylene carbonate (see the
Supporting Information for more details).
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streams could be separated with a good resolution (R = 1.4)
and were highly linear (L2 > 0.96 for both streams). These
results emphasize that not only does the quartz−PEI chip
allow FSV in principle but it is also a practical CFE device.
In conclusion, we showed that FSV is a feasible and practical

approach for visualizing molecular streams in CFE. In this
work, we demonstrated the real-time and quantifiable imaging
of UV-absorbing small organic molecules with a sub-millimolar
LOD that is suitable for integrating CFE into flow chemistry
for continuous synthesis and separation. FSV is a very cost-
efficient alternative to UV imaging, since FSV requires only a
consumer-grade photo/video camera in contrast to a
professional-grade UV imaging camera. As FSV is a universal
visualization technique, we also foresee applications in the
visualization of unlabeled biomolecules such as proteins and
DNA in CFE.
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